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Welcome to "Queen Brody and the legend of the Were Lords of Dragons Claw Realm" where a
strange race of beings share their human soul half with something else. These beings are said
to have the strength of one hundred men and shape change at will. Plus more new characters
come across Queen Brody's path that aid her in learning more about these Were Lords of
legend that live in a valley divided into three valleys that looks like a dragon's foot print from the
air and constantly covered in fog so thick you can't see two inches in front of you. Plus you get
to learn a secret about Shenandoah the Head Groom of the Royal Dragon's Keep at Charlotte
House. Many new adventures take place in Queen Brody's life at this stage and many more
will come and enhance her magic, strength and much, much more. There is more here on the
prophecy that Queen Brody is bound to as the Chosen One of Actinia. Dare to learn more?
Read "Queen Brody and the legend of the Were Lords of Dragon's Claw Realm."
Join the Riders of Fire adrenaline ride: strong heroes & heroines, nail-biting action, sword &
sorcery, and dragons. 3 award-winning and bestselling books in one volume. Praise for Ezaara
& Riders of Fire ????? "A great fantasy read." -Dean O'Gorman, actor, Fili the dwarf in The
Hobbit ????? "An explosive series." When Ezaara imprints with the dragon queen, she's swept
into a world she'd never dreamed of. A world of dragons, treachery, intrigue and danger. Now
the new Queen's Rider, Ezaara must lead her people as Commander Zens and his army of
tharuk monsters rampage across Dragons' Realm, killing and enslaving innocents. She must
stop them. But who can she trust when political intrigue puts her own life in danger? And when
Zens is growing terrible new creatures faster than she and her dragon riders can defeat them...
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_______________ 1: Ezaara In Lush Valley, it's a crime to even talk about dragons...but when
Ezaara meets the Dragon Queen, they imprint, forming a deep bond. She must flee and give
up everything to become the new Queen's Rider. Ignorant and unprepared, how can she
possibly succeed? Luckily, she has a dragon master - although rumors say she'd be better off
with the enemy. Plunged into a world of traitors, attacking beasts and treachery, Ezaara must
pay a terrible price to save her people. 2019 Storylines New Zealand Notable Books Award
2019 Epic Fantasy Fanatics Readers' Choice Award, Quarter Finalist. _______________ 2:
Dragon Hero When a dragon steals Tomaaz's twin sister, Ezaara, he discovers dangerous
secrets. Secrets that rip his family apart. He never wanted to be a hero... but his sister is gone,
his mother disappears, his father is wrongly imprisoned, and his village is under attack.
Tomaaz has no choice. Except who to save first. 2019 Storylines New Zealand Notable Books
Award 2019 Epic Fantasy Fanatics Readers' Choice Award, Quarter Finalist.
_______________ 3: Dragon Rift A captive dragon master. A dangerous rift between mages
and riders. And a secret weapon that will tear Dragons' Realm apart. When Ezaara's powerful
dragon master, Roberto, is captured by Commander Zens, her world is thrown into turmoil. The
council is refusing to rescue Roberto, her clandestine lover. The caverns of Dragons' Hold
echo with whispers of a prophecy that says she has no right to be Queen's Rider. And a bitter
feud prevents mages from working with riders. Tension escalates into an attempt on her life.
Ezaara must take action or Commander Zens will destroy her lover and Dragons' Realm with
his mysterious new secret weapon. _______________ Over 900 pages of dragon-filled action.
Fans of Dragon School, Brindle Dragon, Dragon Riders of Pern and Eragon enjoy Riders of
Fire. Saddle up your dragon and jump into the fray with Riders of Fire! Riders of Fire YA epic
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adventure: Book 1: Ezaara Book 2: Dragon Hero Book 3: Dragon Rift Book 4: Dragon Strike
Book 5: Dragon War Book 6: Sea Dragon Book 7: Dragon Healer Book 8: Dragon Mage Free
Riders of Fire prequel novelettes: Bronze Dragon Silver Dragon - only at
EileenMuellerAuthor.com
On a scouting mission, Queen Dragon and Lily get accidentally sucked through a magic
eyestone and Lily is transported to a land of pyramids but Queen Dragon has disappeared Lily
is found by three evil magicians who hold her captive in one of their pyramids. called Baba,
imprisoned by the magicians Baba tells Lily she must find Queen Dragon and save her from
the same fate. But Lily is caught by a magician and is trapped in a mosaic of magical creatures
where she finally finds Queen Dragon who reveals a secret that will change Lily and Queen
Dragon's fate forever
- Claimed by the Dragon Prince "What would you do if you found out that dragons are real?
And that you have been in love with one for centuries?" Abby doesn't quite get life. She is a
shy wallflower, but her life is about to take a wild turn as she meets two incredibly hot brothers
Ty and Luc; with a huge secret that will transform her quiet little world into a real-life fairytale.
But the more Abby learns about them, the more she realizes her fate is directly tied to theirs.
Will she be able to keep her heart despite Luc trying to win her over again? Or will Ty finally
get the chance he has been waiting for? Claimed by the Dragon Prince is a fast paced dragon
romance that will keep you spellbound to the pages as Abby uncovers the dark secrets and the
truth about who she really is. - The Dragon Brother's Bride "What choice would you make
when it comes to the matters of the heart?" Abby has had a rough couple of months; after all,
she just discovered she is more than just human. In fact, she is a dragon that has been
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through so many lives it's hard to keep track. So when her father comes to claim her, Luc and
his brother Ty have something to say about it. Will the brothers be enough to stop Abby's dad
from taking her away from them? Or will Abby find the heart to let them go? But as Abby
struggles with the knowledge of who her father is, she finds herself drifting away from her soul
mate Luc and into the arms of his brother Ty. But neither one of them is going down without a
fight. The Dragon Brother's Bride is a lustful story of passions and unconventional desires that
just might prove that the heart really can be split into two. - Saved by the Dragon Queen "What
would you sacrifice to save the one you loved?" Abby is struggling to understand what her
destiny is as a dragon now that she has killed the king of the dragons. While her love Luc
thinks nothing has changed, it's clear by his brother's return that not all is well. Sinister things
are a foot and Abby must discover a way to set things right before her family is torn apart. But
when Ty returns, his brother Luc is suspicious that Ty is up to no good and is trying to steal
Abby away. Things start to get heated as Ty slips about where he has been and love is put to
the test. Can Abby set things right and bring her family back together? Or does Ty's heart
belong to someone else now? Find out in this last installment of Saved by the Dragon Queen.
Time is ticking. Publisher's Note: Secrets of the Alpha is a stand-alone book in The Reign of
the Alpha Series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains hot and steamy scenes.
It's for lovers of paranormal, urban fantasy, shapeshifters, contemporary, and, of course, spicy,
sizzling, hot romance. Fans of The Originals TV series, Zoe Chant, Terry Bolryder, Harmony
Raines, Kim Fox and T.S. Joyce may like this shapeshifter series.If such material offends you,
do not buy this book.
As a family of dragon slayers, the Quenches of Ashby have always been burning
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successes...until the evil Black Count invades, and the family's fortunes go into a downward
spiral. Then a dragon unexpectedly arrives and Lily, the last of the Quenches, is called upon to
fight it. Soon she finds herself on a desperate, magical quest to save Ashby from destructionand restore the lost heir to his throne...
Secret of the Dragon's ClawBook ThreeiUniverse
The WINGS OF FIRE saga continues with a visit to the mysterious land of the NightWings,
where Starflight must face a terrible choice---his home, or his friends? Starflight has always
wanted to see his home -- but he's also been afraid of his fellow NightWings. Starflight is the
smartest of the dragonets... but is he brave enough to speak up?
The final volume in Robin Hobb's popular Rain Wilds fantasy series, Blood of Dragons
completes the story of the dragons, their keepers, and their quest to find the lost city of
Kelsingra—and the mythical silver wells that the dragons need to survive. Can Tintaglia and the
Elderlings unlock the secrets of the ancient city? Or are they doomed to extinction? The world
of Robin Hobb’s Rain Wilds series has been praised by Booklist as "one of the most gripping
settings in modern fantasy," and Publishers Weekly called the Rain Wilds books "a
meticulously realized fantasy tale" and "a welcome addition to contemporary dragon lore."

A collection of essays on the Deresthai culture with accompanying extracts from
the Dragon Court archives comprising the official history of the Dragon peoples.
The first title in the Dragonology Chronicles, steps into the the world of the Secret
and Ancient Society of Dragonologists. Join tewlve-year-old Daniel Cook and his
sister Beatrice as they begin their dragonogical apprenticeship under the eye of
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the eccentric Dr. Drake. Suddenly, a crisis interrupts their studies - can they find
the fabled Dragon's Eye gem? And most importantly, can it be saved from falling
into the hands of the evil Ignatius Crook? The future of all dragons rests in their
hands.
Delko and his companions escaped the Monastery of Fordosheol, having
conquered Archbishop Haridan and his evil minions. Now they must face a more
dastardly foe: Despot, the son of Archbishop Haridan. Despot plans to steal the
last of the four keys that will open one of the Emerald Doors, which provides
entrance into the forbidden lands of the Elemental Dragons. Thestral has been
dwelling in the underworld for over two thousand years awaiting his rebirth.
Despot magically impregnates Princess Adi, who gives birth to Thestral. Thestral
will even sacrifice his mother to release the creatures from the dark abyss, so he
can conquer the Cave Dwarfs, annihilate the Elf Queendom, and steal the last of
the four keys from the Druids to help his father Despot open an Emerald Door.
Despot and Humford, a previous governor for the School of Dark Magic, create
an alliance with the mother of the underworld, Saligia, who will unleash each of
her seven children to create havoc and devastation among the nine dwarf clans,
reducing their ability to aid the Druids, the Elf Queendom, and the Cave Dwarfs.
Magical artifices, dragon-shifters, palace intrigues and meddling sorcery meet in
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Behind the Dragon’s Veil, the first novel in a new YA Fantasy series. After
seventeen years of seclusion and secrecy, Annarae, an artificer, and now the
queen of Andrandria, sits the throne and embraces freedom for the first time. But
her problems are far from over. In the dark of the night, a dragon reduces an
entire village to ash. She organizes a tournament to assemble slayers, even as
her royal council tries to humiliate and undermine her. Meanwhile fighters travel
to Sar to fight in her tournament. Among them; the dragon himself, and the
maginari behind the attack. With a killer bent on stealing a power she doesn’t
have, a queen without a husband and heir is perilous to the realm. To appease
her royal council, Annarae must marry the tournament champion or risk losing
her throne. Filled with surprise, romance, secrets and wonder, Behind the
Dragon’s veil is perfect for fans of the classic RAPUNZEL, TALON, A
GATHERING OF SHADOWS and A COURT OF MIST AND FURY.
A comprehensive three-volume reference work offers six hundred entries, with
the first two volumes covering themes and the third volume exploring two
hundred classic works in literature, television, and film.
Danger, Destruction, and a Dragon Shifter in this epic mythological fantasy! In
this third book of The Dragons Series, time-travel and fantasy weave together in
a passionate romance. Left at the altar, Mia DiMarco's perfect world comes
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crashing down. Hurt and angry, she retreats to the only place she's ever felt safe
in this foreign land, the castle where she works. It is there, that a fervent wish
launches her back in time to Napoleonic France. Mia will have to face history in
her present with a man she's only ever read about -- Lord Greyson Dumont-- who
sets heart her on fire. The problem is, she also knows he is destined to die. She'll
do anything to change history, even if it means sacrificing her mortal heart to the
powerful dragon. A Dragon's Heart is a fantasy romance for fans of Norse
mythology, PNR, fantasy, and time-travel romance. Be enraptured by this story of
time travel, destiny, gothic romance, and Norse gods. Grab your copy of this
passionate adventure! Other books in the series include: A Dragon's Destiny A
Dragon's Desire A Dragon's Heart A Dragon's Witch
The Queens, Tegan and Caron, have now settled in as rulers of the magical
dragon Kingdom. Everything is perfect for a while, but one day, while the Queens
are out for a morning run, an old evilness is disturbed. As a consequence, Queen
Tegan becomes spiteful and tiresome with the Kingdom. She instructs Dragon
Brathen, against her wishes, to take her home, back to the Netherworld. It is
imperative that the rogue Queen and Brathen return, or the Kingdom will perish.
There has to be a rescue mission...
We were in love, and things were perfect. I thought love would solve everything,
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but instead, loving Erich has only caused problems: Apocalyptic in nature. That
new car smell of our budding relationship has gone out the window, leaving
behind the smell of a rancid tuna taco. Erich's mother, Lady Hel, the Norse
goddess of death, despises me. It's more than silent daggers and rolling of eyes.
If she could make my head roll, she would. I'm not sure what she'd do to try to
get her Erich to break things off with me. But she is capable of anything.
Including forcing me to travel back to 1799 where her maniacal brother, Fenrir,
the wolf-like monster awaits. He's more than dangerous. He's pure destruction.
And he's determined that he will use me, a dragon-shifter, to take down the gods
in Asgard. If I don't cooperate, Erich bites the dust permanently, and if I do, I'll
damn us all. Maybe that is what Lady Hel wants. How the hell am I supposed to
choose? Grab your copy of this passionate adventure! Other books in the series
include: A Dragon's Destiny A Dragon's Desire A Dragon's Heart A Dragon's
Witch
The Secret of the DragonÍs Teeth continues the adventures of Gavin Kane, Emily
Scott, and Bunty Digby, sixteen-year-olds who struggle with their daily lives in
England during the pivotal year of 1944. Cornwall is now an armed camp, with
thousands of Americans and Canadians, as well as men from throughout the
occupied countries, all training and preparing for the invasion of the European
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continent. The war has reached a brutal climax and the Allies now have the
upper hand. In Nazi Germany, however, Heinrich Himmler is far from admitting
defeat, as he prepares to unleash whatever horror he can devise to delay the
inevitable.
After an exhausting journey to the very ends of the earth, Lily Quench and Queen
Dragon arrive at the Great Southern Archipelago. In order to stop Gordon, the
new Black Count, coming back from the past with an invader's army, Lily has to
close off the Eyes in Time. On an island in the Archipelago is a magical library
which Lily hopes will contain books to will help her do this. As they approach the
island, Lily and Queen Dragon see huge numbers of sea dragons in the process
of destroying a boat full of people. Before Lily and Queen Dragon can save the
sailors, all the humans - including Lily - are magically whisked out of sight by an
unseen force. Queen Dragon is left stranded on a rock in the middle of the ocean
while Lily is taken to the island of Skellig Lir where she meets the Drihtan, and his
assistant, Romina. Failing to gain access to the magical books, Lily sets out to
find the answers that will help her enter the library. Faced with her greatest
challenge yet, Lily must release the sea dragons, find Queen Dragon and
discover the secret to the Eyes in Time so she can save her homeland and her
friends.
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My sisters have been in a magical slumber for centuries, my mother, the last
great battle queen is dead, leaving me to face the world alone. I’m the last of my
kind. A queen, not entirely shifter and not entirely witch but a perfect blend of
both. I’ve been living in hiding for over four hundred years, avoiding ties with the
supernatural community, specifically the Council and the Alpha of all alphas, like
the plague. That is, until I find myself challenging for alpha of the New England
pack in front of both the shifter and witch communities. Now, I’m the leader of
both. Fuck, I’m the leader of both. I’ve put myself square in the Council’s sight,
my time in hiding forcibly over. But the Council is the least of my problems.
Malick, the oldest Archdemon to walk the earth, is still alive despite my mother's
best efforts. His legion growing in number by the day. I may want to keep myself
and my new community away from his legion, but I know that the only way we’ll
ever be safe is to kill him. Countless queens have tried. All of them failing even
with their alpha dragon mates and supernatural communities. I’m going to have
to work with the Alpha, Caleb, and the Council if I want to end Malick and wipe
out his legion for good. Unfortunately, Caleb also happens to be my mate, as in
soulmate, together forever, never to be parted, partners in crime. I know that he
won’t let me go after we’ve finished wiping Malick from the face of the earth. But
I refuse to be subject to the Council’s control. I also need to find a way to wake
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my sisters because what’s coming for us is far worse than Malick and there are
no guarantees there will be any survivors.
At Raimer District School, Sam and his friends deal with the realities of growing
up. Sam's budding romance with Katie brings him into a head to head
confrontation with Bubba, the resident school bully. Through his struggles,
namely the spring dance and the dog-napping of his pet dog, Fleabag (not your
typical dog), Sam learns some valuable lessons about how to deal with
challenges. Sam's Dragon Dance is an inspiring tale of human nature and how
we may overcome obstacles by taking chances.
A brutal war against the united hobgoblin tribes rages, and Quenelda longs to
accompany her hero Dragon Lord father into battle. But when the elite Stealth
Dragon Services is ambushed and defeated - due to the dark treachery of the
Grand Master - and her father is presumed dead, the Seven Sea Kingdoms are
thrown into turmoil. Evil plots swirl - with even Quenelda's own beloved dragon in
mortal danger - but Quenelda finds a magical, secret solace at the heart of the
fabled fortress Dragon Isle. Can she use her new powers to set the tide of victory
turning against the hobgoblins?
What if everything you ever knew was a lie? Your whole life conjured by another?
Would you know the truth if you saw it? Could you believe the impossible?
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Embrace a world just beyond your dreams A place of mystery & wonder..... John
and Tom were lost in a world Tom felt was never their own. Their peaceful
secluded lives would become chaos in a flash of memories long buried in the
mind of a child on the verge of an awakening. Across the void, Lynkara must
reach out to her brothers and bring them to an unimaginable homecoming on the
eve of annihilation by the darkest powers her world has ever known. Together
with a band of new found friends they must search out and acquire the twelve
SWORDS OF POWER bestowed to the ruling families of all the countries on their
world by the Creator himself. A few brave souls will join the quest to save
themselves and their world from the coming darkness. However, Lord Camas of
Jahanna refuses to give up his power and forges an unlikely alliance with Prince
Reven of Amador. For a deadly price he will unleash his monstrous hordes upon
the rest of the world. Together they will rage an unending war that will
encompass the face of Astridia in chaos and bloodshed for years to come. With
the uneasy alliance in place Lord Camas calls on the Dark magic's of old and the
Ancient dragon TOPHET, whose very name means Death. He was conjured by
the black warlock Kemmal in the bowels of Hell itself to conquer the entire world.
Discovered in fragments in Egypt in 1945, The Gospel of Mary remains one of
the most controversial texts of early Christianity. This translation of Mary’s
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teachings, from the original Greek and Coptic, offers a unique new perspective:
authors Claire Nahmad and Margaret Bailey utilized "inner listening" to uncover
lost material, and they present Mary’s ideas in the form of a dialogue between
the (risen) Savior and His disciples. Most importantly, the volume includes a
description by Mary of special revelations given to her by Jesus. Nahmad and
Bailey argues that Mary was not just the consort of Christ but the feminine Christ
herself, and in their view, the partnership between Jesus and Mary exemplifies
the crucial balance of male and female in spiritual and corporeal life. It’s an
interpretation that uncovers a rich subtext in Mary's words offering wisdom on an
extraordinary range of concerns, from the origins of the human race to the
pathway to Christlike consciousness.
Join Geronimo on his fourth trip to the Kingdom of Fantasy! I, Geronimo Stilton,
was astonished to find myself in the Kingdom of Fantasy for the fourth time.
Sterling, the Princess of the Silver Dragons, needed my help! The last existing
dragon egg had been stolen from Sterling. If that egg was destroyed, dragons
would become extinct forever! I couldn't let that happen. So my friends and I set
out across enchanted lands to find the egg and restore peace to the Kingdom of
Fantasy. It was a truly amazing adventure!
Originally published: United Kingdom: Nosy Crow, 2015.
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Each book in this Taboo Erotica Bundle features women being taken hard and fast by
the man of the house. Irresistible hot alpha males featuring in step menage erotica.
They all love to get down and dirty. 18+ readers only. Keywords: short sex stories,
erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica,
historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex,
erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage,
spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl,
young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short
erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf
collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock,
sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult,
fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best
taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn,
bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome
erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of
the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
A mysterious island; a terrifying weapon; an ancient prophecy brought to light… When
the annual frost-dragon migration fails to happen, Dr Drake and his apprentices Daniel
and Beatrice sense that something sinister is afoot – could dark dragonologist
Alexandra Gorynytchka be up to no good again? The trio are whisked off to the Lost
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Isle of Dragons, where they must face grave danger to prevent their enemy from finding
the Hammer of the Dragons: a legendary weapon deadly to all dragonkind. Age-old
rivalries are laid bare in this thrilling climax to the Dragonology Chronicles.
The Queen's Secret recounts deeds of elves and dragons in ancient Donothor. Enmity
and eye color separate Dark Elves and Gray Elves. Young Dark Elf Cellexa hates the
Grays and blames them for the deaths of his father and idolized older cousin. Cellexa's
animosity drives him to infiltrate the Grays, where he discovers beautiful Myrrhna. Is his
hatred unfounded? The burden of kingship unexpectedly falls on his shoulders. With
that burden comes the need to rekindle the mutually beneficial relationship with
Donothor's black dragons and gain the fealty of renegade Dark Elf elders. Learned
mentors, brave High Guards, and steadfast friends support the young king. King
Cellexa makes a perilous journey to treat with the mighty Dragonlord Xollos. Cellexa
often thinks of the lovely Gray Elf. Extraordinary events bring Myrrhna and Cellexa
together. Can their love survive the ancient enmity between their peoples? Can Xollos
and Myrrhna help Cellexa overcome his enemies, unite the chaotic Dark Elves, and
save his kingdom?
My name is Gemini, and my life is a bloody mess. I almost kill my mother; my
overbearing father exiles me out of the nest; one of my sisters wants to neuter me so
stupidity doesnt breed; my dead grandmother wants me to complete stupid missions for
her, and a witch thinks Im an arrogant and rude dragon, so she turns me human. Then I
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get captured by guards from a kingdom notorious for being cruel to males, and they
make me their slave for three years. Their queen decides shes had enough of my
sarcastic idiocy and sells me to a neighboring kingdom where I get stuck in a new
dungeon: kinghood. Apparently I make enemies wherever I go. I have dragon slayers
poaching in my kingdom and my armys commander desperately wanting to kill me so
he could be king. All I want is to find a way to break my curse and get my scales back .
. . and for my father to stop treating me like a hatchling. Is that too much to ask for?
A vicious attack; a mysterious kidnapping; an ancient society shrouded in mystery… In
the third title in the Dragonology Chronicles, young dragonologists Daniel and Beatrice
must save their dragon chick, Torcher, from the clutches of the sinister organisation
Dragonsbane. With help from the Guardian's Apprentice, they must find the spy in the
Secret and Ancient Society of Dragonologists, rescue Torcher and defeat Dragonsbane
once and for all.
When a human girl enters a portal into the land of the elves, she's in for a journey full of
action, magic, and friendship!The chapter books in this series will have foil on the cover
and offer enchanting adventures in a lush new world.
Sorcery of a Queen by Brian Naslund is a fast-paced adventure perfect for comic
readers and fans of heroic fantasy They called her the Witch Queen... Driven from her
kingdom, the would-be queen now seeks haven in the land of her mother, but Ashlyn
will not stop until justice has been done. Determined to unlock the secret of powers long
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thought impossible, Ashlyn bends her will and intelligence to mastering the one thing
people always accused her of, sorcery. Meanwhile, having learned the truth of his
mutation, Bershad is a man on borrowed time. Never knowing when his healing powers
will drive him to a self-destruction, he is determined to see Ashlyn restored to her
throne and the creatures they both love safe. Dragons of Terra Series Blood of an Exile
Sorcery of a Queen At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

This is a story of a boy and his dragon adventures. A story of the dragon king,
with earthly bounds and celestial adventures. Dreams do come true.
Corry Ann McFenny is a ten year old girl who lives with her mom and bossy
teenage sister Ariana when she discovers a secret journal that holds the key to
and exciting journey. After meeting a magical talking to her. Corry Ann journeys
through a door to a place called Once Upon A Time. There she discovers that
she is a fairytale historian. She must help chronicle fairytale stories into the
mysterious journal or the stories will disappear forever. Antonellis tells her about
a boy named Jack of Cornwall who needs her help from the mysterious Dark
Knight who wants to destroy Once Upon A Time. She also learns that her long
lost father was really kidnapped by the Dark Knight. With the help of a mysterious
gray wolf named Rufulio she tries to help the creatures of Once Upon A Time
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chronicle their stories and stay one step ahead of the Dark Knight. She even
finds clue that may help find her father. On the journey Corry Ann discovers that
not everything is what it seems and friendships are more valuable than gold.
Secret of the Dragons Claw continues the adventures of Gavin Kane, Emily
Scott, and Bunty Digby, fourteen-year-old teens who struggle with their daily lives
in England during the winter of 1941 and into the spring of 1942. War has forced
everyone to settle into an uncomfortable daily pattern, while England is still under
siege, as U-boats relentlessly attack vital convoys. Halfway across the world,
British, American, and Allied forces are now also fighting the Japanese Empire.
Twice before, the teens have helped battle the forces of darkness, but once
again face strange and wicked creatures sent from deep within Nazi Germany.
Secret of the Dragons Claw further develops the friendship and alliance between
this teenage trio and the eccentric Sir Thaddeus Osbert. The dragon has become
accustomed to battling a myriad of dangerous foes over the ages, but protecting
Gavin, Emily, and Bunty has become a full-time endeavor. Thaddeus must deal
with his nagging sweet tooth, which this time gets him into several compromising
situations. However, the dragons addiction to sugar has unforeseen benefits too.
The children band together with their dragon friend, of course, but they also
discover magical powers are commonplace throughout the United Kingdom. Will
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a hasty alliance with a senile old wizard be enough to prevent something so
horrible, so unimaginable, that it threatens to plunge the entire world into
permanent darkness?
Dragon Shapeshifter Sci Fi Fantasy Paranormal Romance The original Dragon
Lords series by NYT Bestselling Author, Michelle M. Pillow. Mede is a strongwilled dragon shifter who refuses to marry. Prince Llyr wants her for himself — but
with enemies gathering and time running out, can he persuade her to become his
queen? The original Dragon Lords series by NYT Bestselling Author, Michelle M.
Pillow. Mede knows three things for a fact: As the only female dragon-shifter of
her people, she is special. She can kick the backside of any man. And she
absolutely doesn’t want to marry. Mede has spent a lifetime trying to prove
she’s as strong as any male warrior. Unfortunately, being the special, rare
creature she is, she’s been claimed as the future bride to nearly three dozen
dragons—each one confident that when they come for her hand in marriage, fate
will choose them. When the men aren’t bragging about how they’re going to
marry her, they’re acting like she’s a delicate rare flower in need of their
protection. But Mede is far from a shrinking solarflower. Prince Llyr knows four
things for a fact: He is the future king of the dragon shifters. He must act
honorably in all ways. He absolutely, positively is meant to marry Lady Mede.
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?And she is dead set against marriage. Llyr’s fate rests in the hands of a woman
determined not to have any man. With a new threat emerging amongst their catshifting neighbors, a threat whose eyes are focused firmly on Mede, time may be
running out. It is up to the prince to convince her to be his dragon queen. A
Prequel Story About Dragon Lords Series Book 9: Before four princes and four
noblemen found their brides, before the death of the Var King Attor and the alien
threat of the Tyoe miners, there was a time of peace on the planet of Qurilixen. It
was not a strong peace, but it had lasted for quite some time between the catshifting Var kingdom and their northern neighbors the dragon-shifting Draig. It
lasted because both sides had very little to do with each other. It is here the
dragons found their queen. Dragon Lords series: Barbarian Prince Perfect Prince
Dark Prince Warrior Prince His Highness the Duke The Stubborn Lord The
Reluctant Lord The Impatient Lord The Dragon’s Queen Genres: Dragon
Shapeshifter, Paranormal, Science Fiction, Fantasy, Fated Mate, Alpha Male,
Alien Romance, futuristic romance, fated mate, comedy, shapeshifter romance,
dragon shifter, Science Fiction & Fantasy, prince, Dragon Romance, Shifter
Romance, Sci-Fi, Alien Romance, Paranormal Romance, nobility, futuristic,
royalty, action and adventure, romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, First Contact,
dragon-shifter, hea, humorous romance, romantic adventure, sfr, space
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exploration, weredragon A Qurilixen World Novel The Qurilixen World is an
extensive collection of paranormal, fantasy, and science fiction romance novels
by award-winning author, Michelle M. Pillow, and includes several series
installments: Dragon Lords, Lords of the Var, Space Lords, Captured by a
Dragon-shifter, Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides, Dynasty Lords, Qurilixen Lords,
and more.
Type: novella and the word count is about 37,600 words AabiLynn's Test of
Dragons, Test of Swords follows Cara-AabiLynn's adventures after AabiLynn's
Dragon Rite series. If you haven't read the Dragon Rite series, you can start it by
reading AabiLynn's Dragon Rite #0 Dragon's Brood for FREE. If you love stories
with dragons or stories about dragons like Anne McCaffery’s Dragonriders of
Pern, Cressida Cowell’s How To Train Your Dragon, or George R. R. Martin’s A
Song of Ice and Fire a.k.a. Game of Thrones, you’ll love this series about a bond
of friendship and family like no other. Cara-AabiLynn and her dragon hatchling
pair have completed their Dragon Rite and move forward with their training as
dark forces march in to destroy all dragons. ATOD2: In the second story of the
series, Cara and her hatchling must deal with a surprising secret that could break
the very bonds that have saved them over and over, and they must do this while
dealing with a giant of a problem. AabiLynn's Test of Dragons, Test of Swords
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fantasy action adventure sword and sorcery novella series: ATOD1: The Birth Of
A Dragon Queen And The Birth Of Sorrows ATOD2: Dragon Hearts And
Nightmarish Times
The Order of the Northern Star Varden had lived his entire life believing the old
legends of the fairies. He had never seen a fairy, but as the leader of the Order of
the Northern Star, he had vowed to keep the fairies safe and to someday return
the Dragon’s Eye to the Fairy Queen. Although the Dragon’s Eye had been
missing for untold centuries, the sudden appearances of the Ghost Horse had
Varden convinced that the magical orb was on its way back to Adarlyndra and he
was determined to keep the remaining fairies from being destroyed before its
arrival.
Dragon queen, Rowen is awakened from a prolonged hell, and revenge is a bitter
taste on her tongue. When the half-blood dragon is freed from the curse of the
sorceress, the battle for her life and her kingdom begins. The world she wakes up
to is not what she remembered. But, the Dragons still hate her, her sister is still
held hostage by the Trinity brothers in the human realm, and a curse still plagues
the kingdom. One thing is quite different, however, and when she comes face-toface with the pirate she battled once before, all is set to change. Dragon-kind is
at stake, and so is the child of prophecy growing in Rowen's belly. She'll do
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anything for him, even take off her crown, and forsake her kingdom.Prepare for
an adventure that will leave you absolutely breathless, as New York Times
bestselling author, K.N. Lee takes you through the world of Draconia where
Dragons rule, mermaids thrive in their secret worlds, and no one is safe. Perfect
for fans of Pirates of the Caribbean, Game of Thrones, Court of Thorns and
Roses, and Reign.Reading Order:Half-Blood DragonMagic-Born DragonQueen
of the DragonsWar of the DragonsCurse of the DragonsWrath of the Dragons
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